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APPG on Disability: Access to Elected Office Inquiry 

Centenary Action Group submission 

1. Introduction 

1.1 The Centenary Action Group (CAG) is a cross-party coalition of activists, politicians and 

organisations campaigning to remove the intersectional barriers to women’s political 

participation and improve the representation of women at every level of decision-making. 

1.2 In partnership with Elect Her, a non-partisan organisation working to motivate, support 

and equip women in all their diversity to stand for political office in Britain, CAG runs a bi-

monthly roundtable for D/deaf and Disabled women who are active in politics and Disability 

organisations to come together, share experience and learnings, and take forward 

campaigns to remove the barriers. Members of the network, including Placida Ojinnaka, 

Sarabajaya Kumar and Cllr Avril Coelho, as well as organisations Disability Rights UK and 

Disability Politics UK, provided contributions to this submission. 

1.3 We already know that UK politics does not reflect the diversity of the people it 

represents. This lack of diverse representation is never more apparent than when 

considering the number of Disabled officials. Figures from Scope show that 19% of working 

age adults are D/deaf and Disabled1 but just five MPs are Disabled. That’s just over 0.7%. 

As a result of the elections in May 2021, there are now 2 Disabled MSPs who are women in 

the Scottish Parliament. The government’s failure to enact Section 106 of the Equality Act 

means that we don’t have access to information on the number of Disabled councillors there 

are, but it is clear that representation is not proportionate. Decisions that affect Disabled 

people’s day-to-day lives are made by a male dominated government with few Disabled 

politicians. 

1.4 There are a multitude of barriers to elected office for Disabled people, including financial, 

attitudes, and the lack of accessibility. The social model of disability, which recognises that 

“people are disabled by barriers in society, not by their impairment or difference”, needs to 

inform strategies to remove barriers to elected office2. Moreover, strategies must target 

efforts across the whole journey into elected office, including once elected, and take an 

intersectional approach to improving representation. 

 

2. What are the largest barriers when deciding to stand for election? 

2.1 Many Disabled women in the network have discussed how they were heavily involved in 

activism and local campaigning prior to considering the pursuit of more formal politics. 

However, when deciding to pursue a career in formal politics, they faced a number of 

barriers. 

2.2 The most notable barrier is financial costs. On average, it costs a candidate £11,118 to 

contest an election3 and research shows that it takes women, on average, three times as 

 
1 Scope, Disability Facts and Figures https://www.scope.org.uk/media/disability-facts-figures/ 
2 Social model of disability, Scope: https://www.scope.org.uk/about-us/social-model-of-disability/ 
3 Independent, September 2018: https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/parliament-candidate-ordinary-average-person-people-

cost-a8519456.html 

https://www.scope.org.uk/media/disability-facts-figures/
https://www.scope.org.uk/about-us/social-model-of-disability/
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long to be elected as their male counterparts. For Disabled women and men, this cost is 

even higher. Scope’s 2019 report found that Disabled people face on average additional cost 

of £583 a month when compared to able-bodied and neurotypical people across the UK4. 

One in five Disabled adults face extra costs of over £1,000 a month even after they have 

received welfare payments designed to meet these costs. When contesting an election, the 

costs of various necessary aides can be extortionate – one Deaf candidate who stood in 

2019 reported that the cost of an interpreter for the campaign was quoted as £20,0005. 

 

2.3 If elected to local government, the allowance that is given to councillors who are not 

cabinet members is very low and often amounts to less than payment received from paid 

work that they may have to give up or reduce in hours. This is cited as a further barrier faced 

by Disabled candidates when they are considering contesting an election for local 

government. 

 

2.4 Attitudes from other party members towards Disabled people can be a barrier to 

deciding, and then being selected, to contest an election. Some have faced concerns by 

party members that the electorate will not vote for someone who is Disabled.  Some 

experienced the erasure of Disabled candidates from campaign literature and the failure to 

support Disabled candidates. Conversely, others have spoken of being included in photos 

and campaign literature if they are visibly Disabled, which felt tokenistic. In all instances, 

ableist attitudes from colleagues and those in power can deter Disabled people from seeking 

election and limit career progression. 

 

2.5 Accessibility, and the failure to make reasonable adjustments, is a frequently cited 

barrier for Disabled people when deciding to contest an election. Issues with public 

campaigning, accessing public transport, and attending hustings and other events were all 

referenced as physical barriers. Pam Duncan-Glancy MSP, the first permanent wheelchair 

user elected to the Scottish Parliament in May 2021, has spoken of her experience of 

attending the count, where no one believed she was a candidate and she then wasn’t able to 

enter as the building was not wheelchair accessible6. Another candidate who is a wheelchair 

user has highlighted that the counting process for them was inaccessible, as the television 

screens were too high to see so they were unable to carry out their role of monitoring the 

ballots. The negative experiences of Disabled people who do seek election can deter others 

from deciding to put themselves forward. 

 

2.6 For some Disabled people, including those with energy limiting conditions or wheelchair 

users, typical methods of campaigning such as door knocking or staying up late for the count 

is not often possible. This is further compounded by the fact that candidates are often asked 

to sign agreements with their political party in which they are given targets, such as how 

many doors they will knock per week, which can be harder for Disabled people to meet and 

can lead to being deselected if targets are not met. 

 

 
4 Disability Price Tag Policy Report 2019, Scope: https://www.scope.org.uk/campaigns/extra-costs/disability-price-tag/ 
5 Disability News Service, December 2019: https://www.disabilitynewsservice.com/deaf-election-candidate-plans-legal-action-over-governments-
access-costs-refusal/ 
6 ‘Disabled candidate ‘shown lack of respect’ at election count’, STV News, May 2021:  https://news.stv.tv/west-central/disabled-candidate-shown-

lack-of-respect-at-election-count?top 

https://www.disabilitynewsservice.com/deaf-election-candidate-plans-legal-action-over-governments-access-costs-refusal/
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3. Once elected, are there barriers within your institution (local authority, 

parliament etc) that limit your ability to carry out your role? 

3.1 Elected representatives must often spend long hours in the chamber, not knowing when 

they will be called to speak. Daisy Cooper MP, who has a hidden disability, has spoken of 

her experience as an MP before the hybrid system. Daisy referenced at least three 

occasions where she felt faint in the Chamber, having not eaten as a result of being unable 

to plan her day. In her evidence to the Procedure Committee, Daisy Cooper stated that “the 

introduction of call lists [during hybrid proceedings] has been revolutionary for me”7. 

3.2 Having to ask for reasonable adjustments has also been an issue for Disabled MPs 

elected to Parliament. For example, Daisy Cooper has also highlighted that she was 

originally not allowed to bring a water bottle, which she needs for her hidden disability, into 

the chamber. The lack of accessible toilets, automatic accessible documentation, and BSL 

interpretation in Parliament, including during Covid press briefings, highlights the disregard 

for Disabled people. 

 

4.  (If applicable) When elected, are there barriers to career progression? 

4.1 As well as the barriers listed above, other barriers can come from within political parties, 

where career progression depends on patronage and existing networks, which Disabled 

people may be less likely to have access to.   

4.2 Once elected, the topics that elected officials are asked to talk about can vary depending 

on if someone is Disabled. Some Disabled representatives have noted that they have not 

experienced the luxury of choice of issues to influence on, as they won’t be asked to speak 

on issues that aren’t related to disability. Disabled people are then less likely to be 

considered for cabinet or shadow cabinet positions. 

4.3 Simultaneously, there have been instances where Disabled elected representatives have 

been actively excluded from being involved in decisions concerning disability. In July 2021, 

two councillors were told they had “a prejudicial interest” in a vote on improving accessibility 

in the town centre because they are Blue Badge holders8. They were told to leave the room 

during the vote and that they had to declare their disability as a conflict of interest. As 

reported in inews, The York Disability Rights Forum responded by stating that “In a debate 

about disability they were silencing disabled counsellors. It’s already hard enough for 

disabled people to take part in local politics. [..] The council needs to listen to people who 

have lived experience of being disabled.”9 

 

5. What can be done to support an increase in elected disabled representatives? 

 
7 Daisy Cooper MP written evidence to Procedure Select Committee, June 2020 https://committees.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/6247/html/ 
8 ‘Disabled councillors blocked from accessibility vote — because they are disabled’, inews, July 2021:  https://inews.co.uk/news/politics/disabled-

councillors-blocked-from-accessibility-vote-because-they-are-disabled-1107366 
9 ibid 

https://inews.co.uk/news/health/restaurants-opening-guidelines-al-fresco-dining-rules-government-wheelchair-users-disabled-people-461800
https://inews.co.uk/news/health/restaurants-opening-guidelines-al-fresco-dining-rules-government-wheelchair-users-disabled-people-461800
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5.1 Venues need to be accessible, with ramps and accessible toilets as a minimum. 

Accessibility should be a key consideration during Parliament’s Restoration and Renewal, 

and Disabled people and Disabled People’s Organisations must be actively involved in the 

planning process. It has also been suggested that “In the spirit of ‘Nothing About Us Without 

Us’, [Parliament should] establish a forum for Members, who are disabled, have a long-term 

condition (fluctuating or otherwise) or other medical needs to help in the development of 

disability-friendly practices.”10 

5.2 As well as making buildings more physically accessible, processes should be put in 

place to promote and allow the use of technology. The Hybrid Parliament allowed MPs who 

couldn’t be physically present as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic to carry on representing 

their constituents from home in many Parliamentary activities. For many Disabled people, 

being able to join meetings virtually made politics more accessible. CAG’s report ‘Remotely 

Representative Parliament: Lesson Learning from the Hybrid Parliament’, written by Dr Jess 

C Smith and Professor Sarah Childs, sets out 21 recommendations for a 21st century 

Parliament which is inclusive and responsive11.These recommendations would see an 

effective virtual Commons that compliments rather than detracts from the physical. Where 

there is no meaningful detriment to the overall effectiveness of the House of Commons, 

Members should be free and entitled to decide how they participate. 

5.3 Job-sharing for MPs and local councillors has been advocated as a way in which to 

support an increase in elected Disabled representatives. One of the Co-founders of Disability 

Politics UK sought to stand in the 2010 General Election as a job-share but was refused 

permission by the Electoral Services Department at Hillingdon Council after they took advice 

from the Electoral Commission. Two Green Party members went to the High Court in 2015 

to have the decision to refuse them permission to stand as a job share team judicially 

reviewed12. The Judge who rejected their case said, in essence, it was a matter for 

Parliament to decide. If Parliament is unable to make a decision on this issue, the courts 

should be invited to take another look at the statutory position and see if it is compatible with 

the Equality Act 2010 and Article 29 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of 

Persons with Disabilities. Since the case, the Fawcett Society has set out legal analysis of 

job-sharing, why it is needed and how it would work in practice13 The Welsh Government 

has legislated to enable Cabinet members at local authority level to job-share in the Local 

Government and Elections (Wales) Act 2020.  

5.4 Prior to being selected to contest an election, more needs to be done to actively support 

and encourage Disabled members to put themselves forward. Some parties are considering 

implementing the ‘Rooney Rule’, which would guarantee candidates with protected 

characteristics, such as race or disability, an interview for selection. In employment settings, 

employers can sign up to the Guaranteed Interview scheme, whereby Disabled people are 

automatically offered an interview if they meet the minimum criteria for the job vacancy14. 

 
10 Daisy Cooper MP written evidence to Procedure Select Committee, June 2020 https://committees.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/6247/html/ 
11 Smith, J.C., (2021) “Remotely Representative Parliament: Lesson Learning from the Hybrid Parliament”. Available at: 
https://www.centenaryaction.org.uk/publications/remotely-representative-parliament 
12 Green party hopefuls lose high court bid for MP job share, The Guardian, July 2015: https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2015/jul/28/green-
party-job-share-mp-high-court-rejected 
13 Open House? Reflections on the Possibility and Practice of MPs Job-Sharing, Fawcett Society, September 2017: 

https://www.fawcettsociety.org.uk/open-house-reflections-possibility-practice-mps-job-sharing-pamphlet 
14  Guaranteed Interview scheme https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/guaranteed-interview-scheme 
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5.5 Shadowing, coaching and peer support can help support underrepresented people into 

politics. This provides access to broader networks and mentors, both Disabled and non-

Disabled, who are willing to share experience and provide insight and advice. Most parties 

have specific programmes, schemes or networks aimed at supporting people with protected 

characteristics, such as women, into politics15, although there are not many specific 

schemes aimed at supporting Disabled people. Non-Partisan initiatives include Equal 

Power16, Activate Funding, and roundtables run by Elect Her and CAG. 

 

6. What support (if any) do disabled people need to run for elected office? 

6.1 Financial support is most commonly cited by Disabled people as a requirement for 

contesting an election. This support is needed at all stages, including during the 

campaigning stages, and then once elected. Research into barriers to elected office for 

Disabled people, recently published by the Government Equalities Office, re-affirms this, 

stating that “one of the key findings emerging from this initial stage of the project is the 

impact of financial barriers on the selection and election of disabled people”17. It is 

disappointing that this research has only just been published by the Government Equalities 

Office, having been commissioned back in 2018. To improve the representation of Disabled 

people, examining and removing the barriers must be prioritised. 

6.2 Section 5 details a number of further ways in which changes can be made that would 

support more Disabled people into elected office.  

 

7. What progress has been made in helping people with disabilities run for elected 

office? 

7.1 While the existence of schemes, roundtables and networks is improving access for 

Disabled people to enter politics and contest an election, there has been little measurable 

progress. The Access to Elected Office Fund, then Enable Fund, supported Disabled people 

to contest an election. The government’s decision to scrap this fund is considered a 

regression. In Parliament, representation is declining. Prior to the 2019 General Election 

there were seven MPs with a self-declared disability18. This number has now reduced to six - 

Labour’s Marsha de Cordova, Emma Lewell-Buck and Marie Rimmer, Conservatives Robert 

Halfon and Paul Maynard, and Liberal Democrat Daisy Cooper. The failure to enact Section 

106 of the Equality Act 2010, which would require political parties to publish candidate 

diversity data, makes it difficult to identify the gaps and hold parties to account. 

 

 
15 These include the Labour Party Jo Cox Leadership Programme, Women2Win, WEP Disability Caucus and the Liberal Democrats scheme to 

support underrepresented people into politics. 
16 Equal Power is a three year project run by Fawcett Society, Centenary Action Group, Elect Her, Muslim Women’s Network UK, Citizens UK, 
Glitch and 50:50 Parliament to get more women in all our diversity into politics at every level via campaigning, training and support networks: 
https://www.fawcettsociety.org.uk/free-online-equal-power-workshops-for-women  
17 Barriers to elected office for disabled people, Dr Elizabeth Evans and Dr Stefanie Reher, Published July 2021: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/barriers-to-elected-office-for-disabled-people/barriers-to-elected-office-for-disabled-people 
18 Election post-mortem: Number of disabled MPs may have fallen to just five, Disability News Service, December 2019: 

https://www.disabilitynewsservice.com/election-post-mortem-number-of-disabled-mps-may-have-fallen-to-just-five/ 

https://www.fawcettsociety.org.uk/free-online-equal-power-workshops-for-women
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8. Did the Access to Elected Office Fund and EnAble Fund have a significant impact? 

8.1 As previously highlighted, financial support is essential to ensuring Disabled people can 

contest elections for public office. Previously, the UK Government’s Access to Elected Office 

Fund, then EnAble Fund, provided funding to Disabled candidates in Westminster and local 

elections in England and Wales to cover the additional costs, but this was then scrapped. In 

Scotland, the Access to Elected Office Fund, which is delivered by Inclusion Scotland and 

supported by the Scottish Government, offers financial assistance to Disabled candidates.  

8.2 The EnAble Fund for Elected Office, which was funded by the Government Equalities 

Office, ran from 3rd December 2018 to 31st March 2020. The Fund was administered by 

Disability Rights UK on behalf of the Local Government Association. Between December 

2018 and May 2019, there were 41 applicants to the Fund who had their request for 

reasonable adjustments signed off, all of whom were candidates for the local government 

elections in May 2019. Of the 41 applicants, 19 were elected to public office. This data 

contradicts the view that the electorate would be less likely to vote for Disabled candidates. 

8.3 The removal of the Access to Elected Office Fund, then EnAble Fund, has effectively 

shut many Disabled people out of politics. The impact is additionally gendered, as ONS 

statistics show that women are more likely to be Disabled than men, at 21.1% and 16.6%, 

respectively19.  

8.4 We welcome the Government’s announcement in July 2021 that the fund will be 

reintroduced in April 2022. However, this will be too late for Disabled candidates who want to 

contest elections in May 2022.  

8.5 The Cabinet Office must work with Disabled people involved in politics and we hope our 

invitation to discuss this will be taken up, as there are several ways in which the Fund must 

be improved upon. Firstly, the process itself is inaccessible and there were a number of 

administrative hurdles before even filling out the form. Secondly, the Fund needs to be better 

promoted, as many candidates, or those who considered putting themself forward, did not 

know the fund even existed. Thirdly, the window in which support is given is too short. 

Disabled candidates need funding to pay for access costs, such as BSL interpretation or 

travel costs to internal party hustings, in order to even be selected by their party before the 

election period. Finally, the amount given to candidates needs to be higher and there must 

be more flexibility in what funding can be spent on, given there may be unforeseen costs. 

 

9. Conclusion 

9.1 There are numerous barriers which prevent Disabled people from becoming elected 

representatives and further barriers that make participation difficult if elected. In order to 

address the barriers and improve the representation of Disabled people, changes must be 

made at every juncture, from access to local politics, the selection process, campaigning and 

the election, to progression once elected. Furthermore, an intersectional approach must be 

taken. Disabled people are not a homogenous group and many Disabled people have 

 
19 Office for National Statistics (2018) “Disability pay gaps in the UK”: 
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/healthandsocialcare/disability/articles/disabilitypaygapsintheuk/2018 
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multiple protected characteristics, which further compound barriers to elected office. Barriers 

which prevent women, LGBT+ people, Black and racial minoritised, religious people, people 

from low economic backgrounds and those with caring responsibilities from entering politics 

will also affect Disabled people. 

 

9.2 Efforts cannot be down to political parties alone, as this is harder for smaller parties and 

independent candidates, and the Government must take the lead in measures to remove the 

barriers to Disabled people’s representation. 

 

9.3 By ensuring Disabled women, and men, have a seat at the decision-making table, we will 

improve governance and change our society for the better. 


